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Abstract
The reporting systems are needed to design so that the whistleblower’s privacy, report confidentiality, and report integrity should be
under-consideration. Additionally, it is expected that the approved report will be accessible publicly and not changed. We believe
that blockchain technology is the best choice for reporting systems’ infrastructure since it provides a transparent and immutable
database. This paper presents the first blockchain-based quantum-secure reporting protocol (QS-RP) using multivariate public key
cryptography (MPKC). In the QS-RP, a fast verification mechanism is applied, whichmakes use of theMerkle technique. The QS-
RP provides confidentiality to the selectively secure multi-key (C-SSMK) and unforgeability to selectively secure multi-key (UF-
SSMK). Additionally, the QS-RP provides several new features such as report confidentiality before report generation,
user/whistleblower privacy, and report integrity. The most important feature of the QS-RP is providing the whistleblower’s privacy
and report confidentiality against quantum computers. Analysis of the security of the QS-RP indicated the mentioned claims in the
random oracle model (ROM). Finally, the QS-RP is compared with other blockchain-based reporting protocols. The comparison
shows the QS-RP provides more security features than other reporting protocols, and the performance analysis’s results show that it
is 90% faster in the execution time on the user side, and it is 66% efficient in the communication overhead in compared to other
blockchain-based reporting protocols. Moreover, the QS-RP has no on-chain overhead for whistleblowers.
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1 Introduction

The blockchain concept was first presented in 2008 by S.
Nakomoto under the Bitcoin project [1]. Blockchain technol-
ogy is a distributed ledger or a distributed database with sev-
eral features such as being transparent, immutable, and open-
source [2, 3].

The blockchain consists of linked blocks through a chain of
hash functions used as a distributed database where each net-
work user can have a copy [4]. It can be said that the
blockchain technology got its main idea from error propaga-
tion since each change in the previous block(s) can change all
the following blocks’ output. These features have caused the
blockchain technology to be an immutable and transparent
database since all network users have access to it, and each

change in the recorded data or previous block(s) appears in the
next one, continuing up until the current one. After a few
years, researchers and developers found that in addition to
the financial application [5–7], blockchain technology can
be applied in other fields such as in controlling users’ access
to recorded data [8], vehicular networks [9–11], electronic
health records [12, 13], industrial internet of things [14], cel-
lular communication [15], and energy systems [16]. Another
field where blockchain technology can be applied as an im-
mutable database is in systems which have been designed to
collect reports [17, 18]. The need to have a transparent and
immutable database is sensed here since reports are always
made against one or many people. Despite this, people affect-
ed by the sent reports try to destroy, change, delete or steal
those reports.We believe that the blockchain is the best choice
to store reports since they will be kept immutable, and every-
one can gain access to them. In recent years, blockchain-based
reporting protocols have been a case that researchers and de-
velopers have focused on, due to the fact that cyberspace users
have always wanted to know about everything around them.
They want to ensure that the recorded information will not be
changed by existing authorities, privileged insiders, or service
providers. As mentioned above, we believe that blockchain
technology can be applied in reporting systems since all
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network members demand access to submitted reports.
However, in this type of system, the whistleblowers’ privacy
is an issue under-consideration. That is, whistleblowers want
to be under protection after their reporting in such a way that
no one can trace them. Additionally, there should be some
incentives (e.g., assigning a reward to the whistleblower) to
motivate network users to send reports. Another challenge is
the fact that, on paying rewards, the whistleblower’s privacy is
at risk. Such security challenges accordingly require more
attention from researchers and developers.

In 1994, P. Shor presented a quantum-based algorithm to
solve two families of NP-hard problems designed based on the
hardness of number theory problems (integer factorization
problem such as RSA andQR, and discrete logarithm problem
such as ElGamal and ECC) in a polynomial time [20]. As a
consequence of this, schemes designed based on the hardness
of the number theory problems currently in use would be
broken in the post-quantum age, the users of which would
have no privacy. After the Shor’s algorithm, researchers and
developers tried to find quantum-secure methods (or methods
resist against quantum computers) on which they could design
cryptographic primitives. All four found methods (lattice-
based cryptography, code-based cryptography, multivariate
cryptography, and hash-based signature [21]) had been pre-
sented before the presentation of the Shor’s algorithm. In
those years (after 1994), researchers proposed quantum-
secure security protocols and schemes. Post-quantum cryptog-
raphy aims to develop systems compatible with current com-
puters while cooperating with existing processors and com-
munication protocols, creating security against quantum com-
puters. Therefore, researchers and developers are now ready to
deal with quantum computers using post-quantum cryptogra-
phy. Almost all post-quantum cryptographic primitives have
now been designed. However, some of today’s recently-
designed security protocol challenges have no direct version
for the post-quantum age. For example, there is no
blockchain-based reporting protocol that preserves the
whistleblower’s privacy. As a result, at the post-quantum
age, the whistleblowers’ privacy will be at risk. Thus, there
is a need for the existence of a transparent and immutable
reporting system which works based on traditional computers
that have security against quantum computers. Then, users in
the current age, acting as whistleblowers, could send their
reports through a quantum-secure protocol and ensure that
their privacy will be kept at all times.

Contribution: In this study, the first blockchain-based
quantum-secure reporting protocol (QS-RP) is presented by
applying multivariate public key cryptography (MPKC) and a
secure one-way hash function. The QS-RP is a fast and effi-
cient reporting protocol; it provides features such as

i) report confidentiality before the generation (to prevent
publishing invalid reports in public, no one, even the

CA, recovers the sent report before the report genera-
tion process),

ii) user anonymity (the whistleblower is anonymous and
untraceable),

iii) report integrity (the submitted report is the same one
sent by the whistleblower),

iv) individual verifiability for report integrity (only the
whistleblower using its real identity can verify whether
or not the submitted report on the blockchain has kept
its integrity),

v) efficiency (the fast cryptographic primitives and
schemes are used in the QS-RP), and

vi) security against insider adversaries (no insider adver-
sary can create disorder in the QS-RP).

To design the QS-RP, the following methods were applied:

– A secure hash function was applied to generate the
user/whistleblower’s pseudonym, efficiency, as well as
the report’s integrity checking.

– A proof-of-presence method based on the Merkle tree
technique [22] was used to implement a fast-verification
method for verifying the threshold number of auditors
who want to cooperate. Accordingly, if malicious audi-
tors create a disorder, or if some auditors do not cooper-
ate, the QS-RP will work.

– The concept of proof-of-trust (PoT) [23, 24] was used to
share parts of the private key among all auditors, so that
more reliable auditors get more valuable keys.

Finally, it was shown that the QS-RP provides C-SSMK-
security and UF-SSMK-security in the random oracle model
(ROM). Additionally, it was found that the QS-RP is more
efficient and secure than other recently-proposed reporting
protocols and provides more security features. The perfor-
mance analysis shows that the QS-RP, on the user side, is 90
% faster in the execution time (for 10 users), and in compar-
ison to ring signature-based reporting protocols, it is 66%
efficient than them in the communication overhead.

Organization: In Section 2, we present an overview of
some related works on reporting protocols, while it also secure
transaction protocols. In Section 3, we describe the needed
preliminaries of this paper. In Section 4, we present the QS-
RP in detail and analyze it. In Sections 5 and 6, we compare
the presented QS-RP with other blockchain-based reporting
schemes and present the conclusion of the paper, respectively.

2 Related Works

Reporting protocols have been proposed in various fields such
as mobile ad hoc networks, wireless sensor networks, and
vehicular ad hoc networks. Nevertheless, blockchain-based
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reporting protocols are a recently-proposed concept.
Reporting protocols can be divided into two categories, in-
cluding centralized and blockchain-based protocols (it should
be noted that there is only a limited number of reporting pro-
tocols designed which are based on blockchain).

2.1 Centralized Protocols

Stumpf et al. proposed an integrity reporting protocol to pro-
vide a secure remote attestation for preventing masquerading
attacks [25]. The authors applied the Diffie-Hellman key ex-
change protocol [26] and the RSA cryptosystem [27] in their
presented protocol in such a way that applying the key ex-
change protocol is the main idea that makes their protocol
secure against masquerading attacks.

In 2009, Choi et al. presented the ASR protocol that used
random nodes (to create random and unpredictable links) to
forward a report between two destinations [28]. Through this
method, each malicious node cannot modify its reported be-
havior based upon the monitoring point. Therefore, the re-
port’s integrity and authenticity are preserved through the
use of random and multiple links.

The SinkTrail protocol was presented by Liu et al. in 2011
[29]; a proactive reporting method suitable for wireless sensor
networks was provided in the SinkTrail protocol. The
SinkTrail protocol solved the sink node’s inability to move
freely in a distributed area for times when the pre-calculated
paths are not applicable. The authors focused on i) dynami-
cally adapting to various terrestrial changes, and ii) routing
and forwarding data packets. In the last two discussed proto-
cols (ASR [28] and SinkTrail [29]), the authors focused on
transferring reports between two destinations through two dif-
ferent ways. As they have centralized architectures, they paid
no attention to features such as report immutability (after re-
ceiving and recording) and transparency.

Tripp Barba et al., Kamel et al., and Li et al. presented
three reporting protocols that were designed for vehicular
networks/electronic vehicles [30–32].

Tripp Barba et al.’s protocol [30] allows drivers to report
traffic accidents anonymously to avoid personal and profes-
sional repercussions. This study aims to propose a new col-
laborative protocol for enforcing anonymity in multi-hop
VANETs, closely inspired by the well-known Crowds proto-
col. Their protocol is dependent on a forwarding probability
that determines whether the next forwarding step in message
routing is random. An important item in their protocol is to
resist against multi-hop lossy wireless networks. Li et al. pre-
sented the Lynx protocol which provides anonymous real-time
reporting among electric vehicles [31]. In Kamel et al.’s pro-
tocol [32], vehicles have the ability to send other vehicles’
misbehavior report to the road-side unit (RSU). Upon report
approval, the public-key infrastructure revokes the under-
report vehicle. In 2017, Li et. al proposed an anonymous data

reporting strategy based on a blind signature that motivates
users to send misbehavior reports [33]. The presented strategy
suggested a system for ensuring anonymous data reporting.

2.2 Blockchain-based Protocols

In 2018, Buldas et al. presented a hash-based server-supported
digital signature scheme. They suggested that the concept of
blockchain authenticated data structures, and they presented a
blockchain design that could have independent values [34].
The fresh signatures’ keys are generated by supporting the
server using a hash tree and a hash chain. They claimed that
there was no need to have a fully trusted server in their
scheme. The proposed hash-based signature can be applied
in the blockchain application since it is efficient.

In 2018, Kiktenko et al. proposed several solutions to solve
challenges of post-quantum blockchains [35]. To provide se-
curity against quantum computers, they combined the original
byzantine fault tolerance state-machine replication without
using digital signatures, a quantum key distribution (QKD),
and the Toeplitz hashing method.

Another scheme presented in 2018 applied a lattice-based
one-time linkable ring signature to deal with quantum com-
puters [36]. The ring signature is used here to provide user
anonymity.

In 2019, three blockchain-based protocols were proposed
to send reports by anonymous network users [17, 18, 37]. To
preserve the users’ privacy in the mentioned protocols, the
authors applied a ring signature and a zero-knowledge proof
(ZKP), respectively. In the three mentioned protocols, the
currently-in-use (not post-quantum) cryptographic primitives
were applied.

The authors in Reportcoin [17] applied a ring signature to
make users who want to report a misbehavior anonymous.

A ZKP scheme is applied in ARS-PS [18] to make the
assigned reputation confidential until proof.

The BB2AR’s authors [37] have acted like a Reportcoin,
using a ring signature for user anonymity. The method they
used to give anonymous rewarding is based on [19] that pre-
sented the concept of blockchain-based anonymous rewarding
for the first time.

In 2019, F. Esgin et al. proposed a new lattice-based ring
signature for confidential transactions [38]. They also present-
ed a formal definition for RingCT-like protocols and an ex-
tractable commitment scheme based on the lattice.

In 2020, Shahid et al. presented a distributed ledger using a
hash-based signature that could be adapted with the
blockchain technology and implemented on IoT [39]. In their
network architecture, two layers of perception (the layer
where devices create the hash-based signature) and communi-
cation (the layer where the peer-to-peer network is) are
assumed.
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3 Preliminaries

The preliminaries of this paper are presented in this section,
and we list the used notations in Table 1.

3.1 One-Way Hash Function

The one-way hash function is defined as a map h : f0; 1g�
! f0; 1gl (l is assumed as a constant length for output, e.g.,
256 or 512) that there is a probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT)
algorithm to calculate h(r) where r 2 k and k is a finite field.
But no PPT algorithm can find r for given h(r) [40].
Additionally, no PPT algorithm can find two random values
r and r0 (r 6¼ r0 ) such that hðrÞ ¼ hðr0Þ. The secure one-way
hash function provides a security against quantum computers
[21], and the advantage of a PPT adversary A, who has an
access to a quantum computer, to find r for given h(r) is
calculated as:

ADVhash
A ¼ Pr½AðhðrÞÞ ¼ r [ AðrÞ ¼ r0jhðrÞ ¼ hðr0Þ� < "

Definition 1 The secure one-way hash function algorithm is
secure against quantum computers, andA, who has access to a
quantum computer, can learn nothing about r on having h(r),
and it cannot find two random values r and r0 such that hðrÞ
¼ hðr0Þ.

3.2 Merkle Tree

The Merkle tree is defined as a 2-to-1 hash function shown

as h : f0; 1g2k ! f0; 1gk and formalized as inputlevel i  
hðoutputleft level i�1 koutputright level i�1Þ. We show the Merkle
tree structure in Fig. 1 (for more details refer to [22]).

The Merkle tree is applied as a mechanism to prove wheth-
er or not a presentation. This mechanism is called proof-of-
presence (PoP), and we define PoP algorithm as (f1, 0g )  
PoP(Parts of private key, TH, Merkle root). The parts of the
private key, threshold TH, and Merkle tree root (the men-
tioned symbols are named due to the paper’s notations) are
given PoP algorithm and returns 1 if the parts of the private
key are more than the determined TH. Else, it returns 0.

3.3 Multivariate Cryptography

Multivariate cryptography has been known since 1980 as a
fast encryption and signature algorithms. In multivariate cryp-
tography, m sets of the polynomial are defined, and the mul-
tivariate cryptography algorithm calculates all output sets [41,
42] based on the hardness of the multivariate quadratic poly-
nomial system (MQ problem [43]). In the following, we de-
scribe MPKC’s general definition in more detail [43, 44].

In the MPKC, m and n are given as two positive integers

and the finite field k is defined as k ¼ GFðqÞ. The map F̂ : kn

! km consists three invertible maps that are defined as F̂ ¼ L1
�F � L2 whereL1 : km ! km,F : kn ! km, andL2 : kn ! kn.
We show used elements of the MPKC below.

– Keys: The public key in the MPKC is defined as a map of
F over a finite field k, and private keys are L1 and L2.

– Encryption: The ciphertext y 2 km is computed as y ¼ F
ðxÞwhere x 2 kn is a plaintext, and we can write x ¼ L�12

�F�1 � L�11 ðyÞ as the decryption map.
– Signature: The pair ðx; yÞ 2 kn � km is given as a signa-

ture, and the signature is verified if y ¼ F̂ðxÞ.

Security against quantum computers: As mentioned be-
fore, MPKC provides security against quantum computers
[21]. The two definitions below generally show the advan-
tages of A, that has access to a quantum computer, to break
message confidentiality for an MPKC-based encryption algo-
rithm and unforgeability for an MPKC-based signature
algorithm.

Table 1 The List of Notations

Notation Description

A Adversary who can execute the Shor’s algorithm

ACA Auditor in Class A

ACB Auditor in Class B

C Challenger

CA Central authority

F Map of public key

Fnew New public key

F̂ð:Þ MPKC-based encryption function

h(.) Secure one-way hash function

IDi ith user’s identity

KP1 Key pool 1

KP2 Key pool 2

L1, L2 Original private keys

Lnew1 , Lnew2 New private keys

l1;i and l2;i Assigned part of original private keys to ith auditor

NA Number of auditors

NPK Number of private keys

PKi ith part of private key

PIDi ith user’s pseudonym

s Secret key of CA

TH Threshold number of trusted auditors to verify

Ui ith user

x Plaintext (report)

y Ciphertext (private report)

k Concatenate operation
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– Confidentiality: There is a PPT algorithm to calculate the
cipher y ¼ FðxÞ. However, no PPT algorithm can obtain
the message x for given the cipher y. Therefore, the
MPKC-based encryption algorithm is quantum-secure,
and the advantage of a PPTA, that has access to a quan-
tum computer to break the message confidentiality of the
MPKC-based encryption algorithm for given the cipher y
is calculated as:

ADVConfidentiality
A ¼ Pr½AðyÞ ¼ xjy�

Definition 2 The MPKC-based encryption algorithm provides
message confidentiality against quantum computers, and A,
who has access to a quantum computer, cannot find the con-

tent of the encrypted message y ¼ F̂ðxÞ.
& Unforgeability: Similarly, on having the private key,

there is a PPT algorithm to sign the message x.
However, no PPT algorithm can create a valid signa-
ture on the message x if access to private keys is denied.
The advantage of A , that has access to a quantum
computer to forge the MPKC-based signature algo-
rithm is calculated as:

ADVUnforgeability
A ¼ Pr½AðxÞ ¼ ðy; xÞjx�

Definition 3 The MPKC-based signature algorithm provides
unforgeability against quantum computers, and A , that has

access to a quantum computer, cannot create a valid signature
pair (x, y) if it only has public parameters.

3.4 Problem Definition

As aforementioned, the presented blockchain-based reporting
protocols are state-of-art issues to be applied in different soci-
eties. However, the whistleblower privacy, report integrity,
and the content of the sent report, which its validity has not
been approved, should be kept. It has been proved that
reporting protocols [17, 18, 37] designed based on the
number-theory-based problems’ hardness will provide no se-
curity for their users in the post-quantum age, and the
whistleblower’s privacy will be compromised. Additionally,
it is probable that malicious insiders, who are affected by the
sent report, try to change, steal, or delete the sent report.

This paper presents the first blockchain-based reporting
protocol using post-quantum cryptography through MPKC
such that provides report integrity, report confidentiality be-
fore approval, report accessibility, and whistleblower’s priva-
cy in the post-quantum age. Blockchain technology prepares
immutability for submitted reports.

Accordingly, the below listed problems, as the main prob-
lems, are defined and solves in this study:

i) The main problem that this paper focuses on is the
whistleblowers’ security in reporting protocols in the
post-quantum age.

ii) The sent report should also be kept confidential before
approval, and adversaries or privileged insiders should
be able to learn nothing about the sent report’s content.

Root
h(Left side root || Right side root)

Left side 

root

Right side 

root

h(Leaf1) h(Leaf2)

h(h(Leaf1)||h(Leaf2))

...

...
Leaf1 Leaf2

h(LeafNPK-1) h(LeafNPK)

h(h(LeafNPK-1)||h(LeafNPK))

LeafNPK-1 LeafNPK

Root level

Root-1 level

Root-2 level

Leaf level

..
.

Fig. 1 The Merkle Tree Structure
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iii) The other existing problem in reporting protocols,
which has been solved in this study, is to delete,
change, or damage registered reports by the mentioned
entities.

This paper presents the first blockchain-based quantum-secure
reporting protocol adapted to current computers, and the three
mentioned problems, namely the whistleblowers’ privacy in
the post-quantum age and avoiding report tampering are
solved. For more clarification, we present a practical example
in the following:

Imagine a company that wants to implement a reporting
system to find its malicious staff. The company owner allows
staff to report all misbehavior they see. Nevertheless, there is a
concern of getting bad feedback for the whistleblowers (staff
who reports the misbehavior they see) or changing
whistleblowers’ sent reports by privileged staff. Applying a
blockchain-based reporting system that provides user/staff pri-
vacy at all times is the best choice for the company owner to
remove staff concerns. Upon having the aforementioned sys-
tem, staffs rely on the company, and misbehaviors around the
company are thus decreased to a great extent.

It is suggested that this type of system that decreases mis-
behavior and increases reliability in society be applied in other
parts of society as well.

3.5 The Quantum-Secure Reporting Protocol
Framework

In this section, we define the QS-RP Framework.

3.5.1 Network Model

We show the QS-RP’s system model in Fig. 2 and describe
details of the QS-RP’s system model in the following:

– Algorithms: There are some required algorithms to pres-
ent the QS-RP’s system model; they will be defined in
the following:

– (params)  Setup(1λ ): The security parameter λ is
given to Setup algorithm, and the set of system param-
eters params is returned.

– (F, L1; L2 )  KeyGen (params): The set of system
public parameters params is given to KeyGen algorithm,
and the pair of public-private keys are returned.

– (fACA , ACBg )  PoT(auditor’s ID): The auditor’s
identity is given as an input, and PoT algorithm returns
the class of auditor due to a proof-of trust (PoT) mecha-
nism [23, 24].

– (KP1, KP2)  KeyAssig(L1;L2 ): The generated
system private keys are given to KeyAssig algorithm,

and KeyAssig algorithm divides them into NPK parts.
The private key’s divided parts are categorized into two
key pools KP1 and KP2, where jKP1j ¼ jKP2j .
Assigning each part of the private key to each auditor is
done with the help of PoT algorithm.

– (PIDi, pouri, minti )  Transac(IDi, x, F, Fnew, Lnew1

; Lnew2 , t): The Transac algorithm takes the user identity
IDi , the report x, the system public key F, a new set of
public-private keys based on MPKC (Fnew and Lnew1 ; Lnew2

), and the current time t. It returns tuples of the report x,
includes the user pseudonym PIDi and two ciphers pouri
and minti.

– (Hi, Yi tnew )  ProofGen(pouri, part of private key):
The ProofGen algorithm takes pouri and a part of pri-
vate key, related to the auditor, and returns the verifying
proof Hi, Yi tnew.

– ((x, y))  RepGen(Verifying proof, L1; L2 ): The
RepGen algorithm takes the verifying proof (Hi, Yi tnew
) tuples of the report x and returns the signed report x by
the system private keys L1; L2 and submits it on the
blockchain if 1 was returned by PoP algorithm.

– (1, 0)  CVerif((x, y), F): The CVerif algorithm
takes the signed report (x, y) and system public key F and
returns 1 if the signed report is valid. Else, it returns 0.

It is assumed that the number of auditors NA is larger than the
number of the divided private key NPK (NA� NPK and all
parts of the divided keys are assigned to all auditors
randomly1.

& Entities: Four entities exist in the QS-RP system model;
they are defined below:

– Blockchain: The blockchain is assumed as a distributed,
immutable, and transparent database and is responsible
for queries.

– Central authority (CA): The CA is assumed as a fully-
trusted party who initializes the system (QS-RP), verifies
the report’s generated proofs, and signs the proved report
and submits it on the blockchain.

– User (whistleblower): The user is assumed as a regular
network member who could work as a whistleblower and
sends a private report to approval and submit on to
blockchain.

– Auditor: Auditors are assumed as semi-trusted parties
who can cooperate in the “proof generation” process. It
is probable that several malicious auditors are present

1 There is a probability that each part of the private key is given to several
auditors. However, no one tries to find who has an equal part of the private key
similar to itself since this knowledge provides no advantage for the auditor
who finds that.
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among them and want to create disorder in the “proof
generation” process.

Remark 1 It seems that there is a conflict between the
decentralized architecture of the blockchain and an entity
called CA. However, according to the protocols discussed in
Section 2.2, in most blockchain-based protocols, some entities
handle systems. To name a few examples, we can mention
those called Server (see [34], Page 5), Verifier (see
[17], Page 6), IDM (see [18], Page 2), and Authority (see
[37], Page 4).

Therefore, it is required that, in addition to the blockchain
as the distributed database, there needs to be an entity for
initialing the QS-RP, verifying the received proofs, and
assigning and sending the whistleblower’s reward.

– System model: According to Fig. 2 and defined algo-
rithms, the QS-RP is defined in five phases as below:

1. (params)  SetupðλÞ: This phase includes two steps:

1.1. At first, Setup, KeyGen, KeyAssig, and PoP algo-
rithms are executed by CA using the security parameter
λ, and the system public parameters params is submit-
ted on the blockchain as the system genesis block.

1.2. The CA gives divided parts of the private keys to audi-
tors through a secure channel.

2. (Confidential tuples of the report)  TransactðReportÞ:
This phase includes two steps:

2.1 A user who wants to submit a report on the blockchain
executes Transac algorithm to create its pseudonym
and parts of confidential tuples of the report (an
encrypted report and hashed report are generated and
prepared to be sent). It then, through a public channel,
sends the generated tuples of the report tuples and its
pseudonym to CA.

1. Upon receiving report tuples, CA creates a new Merkle
tree related to the received tuples and broadcasts required
tuples among auditors to verify2.

3. (Verifying proof set)  Proof generation(Required
tuples): After the broadcasting, auditors who want to join
the proof generation process (they could give up the re-
ceived report tuples and avoid cooperating in the “proof
generation” process) execute ProofGen algorithm to get
the verifying proof set. They then send the given verifying
proof to CA through a public channel (it means they agree
to decrypt and submit the report on the blockchain). Then,
CA decrypts the private/encrypted report.

4. (Signed report)  Report generation(Verifying proof
set): The CA executes RepGen algorithm to sign and

Blockchain
User

CA

All auditors

4. CA submits 

the audited 

and signed 

on the 

blockchain

5. All users can

find and verify

the submitted report

1.1. CA submits 

params on the

blockchain

1.2. CA sends auditors private keys
Secure channel

Public channel

Fig. 2 System Model of the QS-RP

2 Maybe it is easier if the user broadcasts the confidential report among all
auditors, but in this case, i) the user has to consume a lot of energy, and ii) CA
cannot create the original Merkle tree for checking.
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submit the verified report set and the user’s reward on the
blockchain if PoP algorithm, described in Section 3.2,
returns 1 (the threshold number of auditors TH are present
in the proof generation process) and the verified report is
valid and not repetitive.

5. (f0; 1g )  CVerif(Signed report): Finally, the user/
whistleblower can gain its reward, and all other users
can find the submitted report on the blockchain and cen-
trally verify it using CVerif algorithm.

3.5.2 Design Goals

In the following, we list goals that the QS-RP should be
achieved.

The random oracle as a simulator is applied to make
queries for oracles.

1. Report confidentiality: The sent report should be kept con-
fidential, and no user in the network should know the content
of the sent report. The QS-RP provides report confidentiality
if no PPTA can win in Game 1 designed as below.

– Setup: The challenger C calls Setup(1λ ) and gives
params to A, and keeps the private key secure.

– Experiment: TheA submits polynomially bounded num-
bers of queries to ProofGen oracle (Proof generation
phase of the QS-RP includes two steps, generating veri-
fying proofs and decryption of the sent private report, in
this game, the decryption of the sent report is A ’s ideal)
and collects all pairs of plaintext-ciphertext as responses.
Then, A stores all received responses from ProofGen
oracle.

– Challenge: The C selects a challenge c and executes
Transact algorithm on it. Then, C gives output of
Transact algorithm to A.

– Guess: The A guesses a value c� ¼ c such that
Transact(c� ) ¼ Transact(c).

TheA wins Game 1 if it guesses the valid value for c� with a
non-negligible probability.

Definition 4 The QS-RP provides the report confidentiality if
A wins Game 1 with a negligible probability.

2. Confidential to selectively-secure multi-key (C-
SSMK): Like Game 1, the report should be confidential.
In this game, we assume that some malicious auditors
cooperate in obtaining the private report. In Game 2, we
assume that A has an access to KP2.

– Setup: The C calls Setup(1λ ), KeyGen(params),
PoT(ID), and KeyAssig( L1; L2 ), and gives
params, and KP2 to A, and keeps KP1 secure.

– Experiment: This phase is the same Experiment
phase described in Game 1. But A has an access to
KP2.

– Challenge: This phase is the same Challenge phase
described in Game 1.

– Guess: This phase is the sameGuess phase described
in Game 1.

TheA wins Game 2 if it guesses the valid value for c� with a
non-negligible probability for given KP2.

Definition 5 The QS-RP is C-SSMK ifAwinsGame 2 with a
negligible advantage against C.

3. Ungorgable to selectively-secure multi-key (UF-
SSMK): Malicious auditors should not be able to forge
the used MPKC-based signature or submit an invalid re-
port on the blockchain instead of CA if they cooperate. The
QS-RP is UF-SSMK if A fails in Game 3 written below.

– Setup: This phase is the same Setup phase described in
Game 2.

– Experiment: There are two approaches to submits an in-
valid report instead of a valid report on the blockchain;
first, forging the used MPKC-based signature algorithm,
and second, CA executes the used MPKC-based signa-
ture algorithm if PoP algorithm returns 1. To do both, A
works as below:

– For the first approach, A submits polynomially bounded
numbers of queries to RepGen oracle and collects re-
sponses (the main algorithm executed in Report
generation phase is an MPKC-based signature, and in
submitting queries to RepGen oracle, the output of the
signature oracle is A ’s ideal).

– For the second approach,A submits polynomially bound-
ed numbers of queries to proofGen oracle and stores
received verifying proofs as responses (in Game 1 the
decryption was A ’s ideal, but in this game, A needs
the generated verifying proofs).

TheA sends received verifying proofs toC, and stores received
signature samples.

– Challenge:TheC first executesPoP algorithm, and it then
gives a random challenge c to A.

– Guess: TheA has to create a valid signature (y�c, c) on the
challenge c.
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According to the two mentioned approaches,A wins Game 3
if i) it guesses the valid signature y�c on the challenge c with a
non-negligible probability such that F̂ðcÞ ¼ y�c , or ii) PoP
algorithm executed by CA returns 1.

Definition 6 The QS-RP is UF-SSMK ifAwinsGame 3 with
a negligible advantage against C.

4. Privacy:We believe that the QS-RP provides a privacy if
it supports the following features.

– Report confidentiality before report generation: To pre-
vent the publishing of an invalid report in public net-
works, the report should be kept confidential before re-
port generation.

– User untraceability: No one should be able to find a link
between a user who sent two (or more) reports.

– User anonymity: The user who sent a report
(whistleblower) should be under protection. The ano-
nymity contains pseudonymity and untraceability. That
means no one find the whistleblower’s real identity, and
no one find a link between submitted reports and the
anonymous whistleblower.

– Secure address: The assigned reward to the
whistleblower should be secure, and no one steal/gain it.

Definition 7 The QS-RP provides privacy includes report con-
fidentiality before report generation, report integrity, user
untraceability, user anonymity, and secure address.

5. Security against insider attack: The A can be present
among auditors who have parts of the private key (KP2).
TheA should not be able to create a disorder in the QS-RP.

6. Security against man in themiddle (MitM) attack: The
A can be present on the public channel, and it wants to
make a disorder in the proof generation process.

7. Security against online attack: The QS-RP is vulnera-
ble to an online attack ifAwho present between an auditor
and CA can recover the encrypted message by
eavesdropping on the public channel.

8. Security against offline attack: The QS-RP is vulnera-
ble to an offline attack if TheA can change the submitted
report.

Definition 8 The QS-RP provides a security against common
attacks includes insider attack, MitM attack, online attack, and
offline attack.

9. Report integrity: If a received message will be the same

message before a correspondence, it is ensured that a mes-
sage had kept its integrity.

Definition 9 The QS-RP provides report integrity and the
submitted report on the blockchain by CA is precisely the
same report sent by the whistleblower.

4 The QS-RP

This section presents the detail of the QS-RP and its analysis.

4.1 The Protocol

In the following, we describe the detail of the QS-RP, and for
more clarification, the QS-RS is depicted in Fig 3.

4.1.1 Setup Phase

This phase includes two steps; we show them in Table 2
(Algorithm 1) and describe in the following:

– Step 1: To initialize the QS-RP system, Setup algo-
rithm is executed by CA. In Setup algorithm, security
parameter λ is given and the set of system public param-
eter params ¼ falgs, m, n, k, h(.), Δt, THg is returned
where algs ¼ fTransact, ProofGen, RepGen,
CVerifg , and Δt is the validity time of each proof
generation process. The CA submits the set of QS-RP
public parameters params as the genesis block on the
blockchain. Then, params is given to KeyGen algorithm
by CA, and the public key F and the private keys set (L1,
L2 ) are returned by KeyGen. The CA publishes the
public key F and keeps the private key (L1, L2 ) secure.
The CA then executes PoT and KeyAssig, and private
keys set (L1,L2 ) are divided intoNPK parts asL1 ¼ fl1;1,
..., l1;NPKgwhereL1 ¼ ΣNPK

i l1;i, andL2 ¼ fl2;1, ..., l2;NPKg
where L2 ¼ ΣNPK

i l2;i.
– Step 2: Then, CA sets two key pools KP1 ¼ fl1;1, l2;1,

..., l1;NPK=2, l2;NPK=2g and KP2 ¼ fl1;NPK=2þ1, l2;NPK=2þ1,

..., l1;NPK, l2;NPKg. The CA assigns randomly each part
of the private key to ACA auditors from KP1 and
assigns randomly private key of ACB auditors from
KP2 to them using KeyAssig algorithm. The CA
sends each auditor’s private key set PKi ¼ fl1;i; l2;i; ig
to it through a secure channel, and stores all PKi sets
secure.
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4.1.2 Transact Phase

This phase includes two steps; we show them in Table 3
(Algorithm 2) and describe in the following:

– Step 1: The user Ui , as a whistleblower, generates a
temporary set of the pair public-private keys ((Fnew ), (
Lnew1 ; Lnew2 )) based on the MPKC. The Transact algo-
rithm is then executed by Ui for taking IDi, xi, t, F, Fnew,
Lnew1 , andLnew2 as inputs wherexi is the report and t is a time
stamp. The Transact algorithm returns generated pri-

vate report tuples PIDi ¼ hðIDikxiktÞ, pouri ¼ F̂ðLnew1 k
Lnew2 kPIDiÞ, andminti ¼ F̂newðxi kPIDi ktÞwhere PIDi is
the user’s pseudonym andpouri andminti are two ciphers.

Blockchain

User/

Whistleblower
CA

All auditors

Secure channel

Public channel

4.1.1. Setup phase (Step 1)
CA submits  params

on the blockchain

4.1.2. Transact phase (Step 1)
User sends PIDi, Fnew, pouri, minti, t

4.1.2. Transact phase (Step 2): CA broadcasts pouri

4.1.2. Transact phase (Step 2)
The created Merkle tree

where Li=h(h(l1,i||l2,i||i)||pouri)

4.1.3. Proof generation phase

Yi=F(i||HPKi||pouri||tnew),
Hi=h(HPKi||tnew), and tnew

CA executes

PoP

algorithm

0

1

CA rejects received 

proofs

Go to

next phase

4.1.4. Report generation

CA submits REWi
and ((xi, PIDi), y)

on the blockchain

All other 

users

4.1.5. Cverif phase

They can find and verify the 

submitted report ((xi, PIDi), y)

Fig. 3 The Quantum-Secure Reporting Protocol (QS-RP)

Table 2 Setup Phase

Algorithm 1: QS-RP setup

Step 1

(CA side)

1. (params)  Setup(λ )

2. The params is submitted on the blockchain.

3. (F, L1; L2 )  KeyGen (params)

4. (fACA, ACBg )  PoT(auditor’s ID)

5. (KP1, KP2)  KeyAssig(L1; L2 )

6. L1  fl1;1, ..., l1;NPKg
7. L2  fl2;1, ..., l2;NPKg
Step 2

(CA PKi Auditors)

8. KP1  fl1;1, l2;1, ..., l1;NPK=2, l2;NPK=2g
9. KP2  fl1;NPK=2þ1, l2;NPK=2þ1, ..., l1;NPK , l2;NPKg
10. li;1  kp1i 2R KP1

11. li;2  kp2i 2R KP2

12. PKi  fl1;i; l2;i; ig

Table 3 Transact Phase

Algorithm 2: Transact phase

Step 1

(Ui PIDi;Fnew; pouri;minti; t CA)

1. Select (Fnew ), (Lnew1 ; Lnew2 )

2. PIDi ¼ hðIDikxiktÞ
3. pouri ¼ F̂ðLnew1 kLnew2 kPIDiÞ
4. minti ¼ F̂newðxi kPIDi ktÞ
Step 2

(CA pouri Auditors’ group)

For i ¼ 1 : NPK

5. Li ¼ hðhðl1;ikl2;ikiÞkpouriÞ
end For

6. Create the original Merkle tree
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Then,Ui sends its pseudonymPIDi, new public keyFnew,
two ciphers pouri andminti, and t to CA through a public
channel.

– Step 2: On receiving PIDi, Fnew, pouri, minti, and t, CA
stores them as temporary parameters and creates Merkle
tree by setting Li ¼ hðhðl1;i kl2;i kiÞ kpouriÞ as the ith
Mrkle tree’s leaf. Then, CA broadcasts pouri among all
auditors to verify.

4.1.3 Proof Generation Phase

As shown in Table 4 (Algorithm 3), each auditor, who
wants to join the proof generation process, executes

ProofGen algorithm to generate the verifying proof Yi ¼
F̂ðikHPKikpouriktnewÞ. Then, the ith auditor sends the gener-
ated verifying proof Hi ¼ hðHPKiktnewÞ, Yi , and tnew to CA
through a public channel.

According to Algorithm 3 shown in Table 4, upon receiv-
ing Hi, Yi, and tnew, CA decrypts Yi and sets PK 0i ¼ hðHPKi

kpouriÞ as the ith Merkle tree’s leaf if jtnew � tcurrentj, and Hi

¼ hðHPKiktnewÞ . It means that the auditor is authenticated.
The CA then creates a new Merkle tree using PK0i s and
calculates Lnew1 kLnew2 kPIDi ¼ L�12 � F�1 � L�11 ðpouriÞ and
verifies Lnew1 kLnew2 kPIDi if PoP algorithm returns 1.

The CA recovers the report xi by calculating xi kPIDi kt ¼
L�1;new2 � F�1;new � L�1new1 ðmintiÞ. The report xi is verified if
the recovered t is the same t stored in Transaction phase as a

temporary parameter, and xi kPIDi kt ¼ L�1;new2 � F�1;new
�L�1;new1 ðmintiÞ.

4.1.4 Report Generation Phase

The CA executes RepGen algorithm to calculate SignL1;L2 ðxi
kPIDiÞ ¼ (ðxi kPIDiÞ, y) and SignL1;L2 ðrewiÞ ¼ REWi where
rewi is the assigned reward to the whistleblower if the verified
report is valid and is not repetitive. Then, CA submits (ðxikP
IDiÞ, y) on the blockchain, and sendsREWi to the PIDi ’s one-
time public key/ address Fnew.

Finally, CA removes stored parameters PIDi , Fnew , Lnew1 ,
Lnew2 , pouri, minti, and t from its temporary memory.

4.1.5 CVerif Phase

EachUi can find the report set (ðxikPIDiÞ, y) on the blockchain
and can verify it if CVerif algorithm returns 1.

The userUi, who sent the valid report (whistlrblower), can
gain its reward using Lnew1 , Lnew2 from its one-time public key/
address Fnew. Especially, it can verify the report’s integrity if
PIDi ¼ hðIDikxiktÞ.

4.2 Analysis

This section shows in the ROM the QS-RP achieves the men-
tioned goals described in Section 3.5.2.

4.2.1 Report Confidentiality

We show the QS-RP provides report confidentiality.

Theorem 1 The QS-RP provides report confidentiality if the
used one-way hash function is quantum-secure, and the used
MPKC-based encryption algorithm provides report confiden-
tiality against quantum computers.

Proof:According toGame 1 described in Section 3.5.2, we
show the QS-RP provides the report confidentiality.

– Setup: On having the security parameter λ , C executes
Setup phase of the QS-RP, and gives params to A.

– Experiment: TheA submits polynomially bounded num-
bers of ciphers mint as queries to ProofGen oracle and
collects all returned responses. For each sent query, xkID
kt is returned to A by ProofGen oracle (submitting
queries to ProofGen is equivalent to submitting queries
to the decryption algorithm). The A stores all received
responses.

– Challenge: The C selects a random challenge c and cal-

culateshc ¼ hðcÞ and yc ¼ F̂ðcÞ, and giveshc and yc toA.
– Guess: TheAwins if it guesses a valid value c� such that

hðc�Þ ¼ hc and F̂ðc�Þ ¼ yc.

Table 4 Proof Generation Phase

Algorithm 3: Proof generation phase

(Auditors Hi; Yi; tnew CA)

// Auditor side

1. tnew  Current time

2. Yi  F̂ðikHPKikpouriktnewÞ
3. Hi  hðHPKiktnewÞ
// CA side

4. If jtnew � tcurrentj and Hi ¼ hðHPKiktnewÞ Go to 5
Else, terminate

For i ¼ 1 : all received Hi;Yi; tnew
5. PK 0i ¼ hðHPKikpouriÞ
end For

6. Create a new Merkle tree

7. If (0)  PoP(PK 0i, TH, Original Merkle root) Go to 8

Else, terminate

8. Lnew1 kLnew2 kPIDi ¼ L�12 � F�1 � L�11 ðpouriÞ
9. xi kPIDi kt ¼ L�1;new2 � F�1;new � L�1new1 ðmintiÞ
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To break report confidentiality of the QS-RP,A has to obtain
the hidden report xi from PIDi ¼ hðIDikxiktÞ or decrypt min
ti ¼ F̂newðxikPIDiktÞ. This process is equivalent to guess the
valid value for c� inGame 1. Therefore, to achieve that,A has
to find a PPT algorithm to calculate h�1ðhcÞ or L�1 � F�1
�L�1ðycÞ. TheA has ability to find the report xi and break the
report confidentiality of the QS-RP if it can find c�.

As aforementioned, the used one-way hash function and
the used MPKC-based encryption algorithm are quantum-se-
cure. Therefore, the winning condition is not satisfied, and the
advantage ofA inGame 1 against C is calculated asADVGame1

A
¼ Pr½Aðparams, yc, hcÞ ¼ c jparams; yc; hc�.

Then, A fails in Game 1, and the QS-RP provides the
report confidentiality since the used one-way hash function
and the used MPKC-based encryption algorithm are quan-
tum-secure.

4.2.2 C-SSMK

The sent report x should be confidential if some auditors
cooperate.

Theorem 2 The QS-RP is C-SSMK if the used MPKC-based
encryption algorithm provides the message confidentiality
against quantum computers.

Proof We prove this theorem due to Game 2 described in
Section 3.5.2 to show that the QS-RP is C-SSMK, and A
has a negligible advantage to win Game 2.

– Setup: The C executes Setup, KeyGen, and
KeyAssig algorithms and gives params and KP2
¼ fl1;NPK=2þ1 , l2;NPK=2þ1 , ..., l1;NPK , l2;NPKg to A .
The C keeps KP1 ¼ fl1;1, l2;1, ..., l1;NPK=2, l2;NPK=2g
secure.

– Experiment: In this experiment, A works similar to
Experiment phase in the proof of Theorem 1, and it sub-
mits polynomially bounded numbers of ciphers mint and
identities IDi as queries to ProofGen oracle and collects
returned responses.

For each sent query, xkIDkt is returned to A by ProofGen
oracle.

The A stores all received responses.
// TheChallenge step andGuess step of this proof are same

steps in the proof of Theorem 1, but in this proof,A has KP2
¼ fl1;NPK=2þ1, l2;NPK=2þ1, ..., l1;NPK , l2;NPKg.

Having polynomially bounded numbers of yc and c in
Game 2 is equivalent to have polynomially bounded num-
bers of mint and xikPIDikt in the QS-RP. Therefore,A has
ability to decrypt mint in the QS-RP if it can decrypt yc in
Game 2, and the QS-RP is not C-SSMK if A wins Game
2.

As A has only the key pool KP2, and like Game 1 it
has to find a PPT algorithm to calculate L�1 � F�1 � L�1
ðycÞ , furthermore, KP2 cannot get more help to it.
Therefore, the advantage of A in Game 2 is calculated
as ADVGame2

A ¼ Pr½Aðparams , yc, hc;KP2Þ ¼ c jpara
ms; yc; hc;KP2�.

Then,A fails inGame 2, and the QS-RP is C-SSMK since
the used MPKC-based encryption algorithm is quantum-
secure.

4.2.3 UF-SSMK

We show the QS-RP is UF-SSMK, and an invalid report is
not submitted on the blockchain if malicious auditors
cooperate.

Theorem 3 The QS-RP is UF-SSMK if the usedMPKC-based
signature algorithm provides unforgability against quantum
computers.

Proof In this proof, the feature of UF-SSMK is proved. But the
proof of this theorem is similar to the proof of Theorem 2. The
proof of Theorem 2 shows the report confidentiality in encryp-
tion (see Game 2), and this proof shows the unforgeability in
the applied MPKC-based signature.

– Setup: The C executes Setup, KeyGen, and
KeyAssig algorithms and gives params and KP2
to A. The C keeps KP1 secure.

– Experiment: Algorithms are executed in Report
generation phase of the QS-RP are PoP and the
MPKC-based signature. Therefore, submitting queries
to RepGen oracle refers to submitting queries to an
MPKC-based signature oracle. Regarding two ap-
proaches described in Section 3.5.2 for Game 3, A sub-
mits polynomially bounded numbers of queries to
RepGen and ProofGen oracles, and it collects re-
sponses that generated as below:

– For each query RepGen oracles returns pair ((x, PID), y).
– The ProofGen oracles returns verifying proofYi,Hi, and

t.
TheA sends all received verifying proofYi,Hi, and ti toC, and
stores received signature pairs ((x, PID), y).
– Challenge: The C executes PoP algorithm using received

Yi,Hi, and t fromA.Then,C gives the challenge c toA and
asks it to create a valid signature on c.

– Guess: The A guesses a signature pair (c, yc ).

For the first approach, A cannot forge the used MPKC-based
signature since it has not other parts of the private from KP1,
and the used MPKC-based signature is quantum-secure.
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For the second approach, PoP algorithm returns 1 since
lower than 50% of valid key parts are given to it as inputs.

Therefore, due to params, PoP algorithm, and KP2, the
advantage of A against C in Game 3 described in
Section 3.5.2 is calculated as ADVGame3

A ¼ Pr½Aðparems ,
c, KP2Þ ¼ ðyc, c) k 1 PoP jparems, c, KP2�.

Then, A fails in Game 3, and the QS-RP is UF-SSMK
since the used MPKC-based signature algorithm is quantum-
secure.

4.2.4 Privacy

In the following, we show that the QS-RP provides all defined
features that provide the privacy.

– Report confidentiality before report generation: The
report xi cannot be recovered before report generation
since decryption keys (Lnew1 , Lnew2 ) are encrypted using
the system’s public key F. To recover them, auditors who
have all parts of the system’s private keys (auditor in both
groups ACA and ACB) have to cooperate in the proof
generation process to decrypt minti . Therefore, A or
malicious auditor(s), who only has/have KP2, cannot re-
cover the report xi before the report generation process,
and the report xi be confidential before the report gener-
ation process since CA is assumed as a fully trusted-party
and the MPKC-based encryption algorithm is quantum-
secure.

– User untraceability: The A can find no link between a
user if it had sent two different reportsxi andx0i since there
is no link between two outputs of a one-way hash func-
tion in such a way no link can be found between two
pseudonyms PIDi ¼ hðIDikxiktÞ and PID0i ¼ hðIDikx0i
kt0Þ . Therefore, user/ whistleblower Ui is untraceable
since the used one-way hash function is quantum-secure,
and no PPTA, who has access to a quantum computer can
find a collision for the used quantum-secure one-way
hash function.

– User anonymity: As aforementioned all users can find
the report set (xikPIDi, y) wherePIDi ¼ hðUi kxi ktÞ, and
no one can obtain the real identity of the userUi since the
one-way hash function is quantum-secure, and no PPTA,
who has access to a quantum computer can find a the
argument of hash function on having its output.

– Secure address: The reward rewi is gained by someone
who has the one-time private key (Lnew1 , Lnew2 ). Therefore,
no one except the user who has the private keys can gain

the reward rewi from the one-time public key/address

F̂new since the used MPKC cryptosystem is quantum-
secure.

4.2.5 Security Against Common Attacks

We show that the QS-RP provides the security against com-
mon attacks such as insider attack, MitM attack, online attack,
offline attack.

– Insider attack: In this attack, A has an access to params,
KP2, and the set offPKikL1;ikL2;ikigwhereNPK=2þ 1. It
tries to make a disorder in the process of decryption, signa-
ture, or PoP algorithm such that one of them return 0 We
show that the used algorithms in the QS-RP return 1 ifA be
present among auditors in indexes of NPK=2þ 1 to NPK
(we assumed in Section 3.5.2 Part 5, A can be present
among auditor’s group as malicious auditor). To make this
attack, for A with the index of NPK=2þ 1, it calculates

invalid verifying proofs Y �i ¼ F̂ðikHPKi ky� ktnewÞ and
Hi ¼ hðHPKiktnewÞ. TheA then sends generated valuesY �i ,
Hi, and tnew toC. On receiving all verifying proofs (valid and
invalid), CA executes decryption, signature, and PoP algo-
rithms. The A wins if one of decryption, signature, or PoP
algorithms returns 0. It means that L�12 � F�1 � L�11 ðyÞ ¼
?, signL1;L2ðcÞ 6¼ y, or (0)  PoP(PK1 , ..., PKNPK , TH,
Merkle tree). As the key pool KP2 includes 50% of the
private key’s parts and the majority of received verifying
proofs are valid, A cannot make the disorder successfully
on mentioned algorithms. Therefore, the advantage of A is
calculated as ADVInsiderAttack

A ¼ Pr½Amakesdisorder� ¼
Pr½?  decryption k 0 signature k 0 PoPjKP2,
fPKi kL1;i kL2;i kig jNPK=2þ1.

– MitM attack: Like insider attack, A tries to make a
disorder in the process of decryption, signature, or PoP
algorithm such that one of the mentioned algorithms
returns 0. ButA, as an outsider adversary, only has access
to params. TheAsends fake valuesY �i ¼ F̂ði�kHPK�i ky�
ktnewÞ, HPK�i ¼ hðHPK�i ki�Þ, and tnew to CA through a
public channel. The A wins if one of decryption, signa-
ture, or PoP algorithms returns 0. Like insider attack, the
advantage of A is calculated as ADVMitM

A ¼ Pr�
½Amakesdisorder� ¼ Pr[0  decryption k 0  
signature k 0 PoP .

– Online attack: We show that the QS-RP is secure
against the online attack, and no PPT A can recover the
reportxi before the report generation process (this proof is
similar to proofs of Theorems 1 and 2, but A is assumed
on the existing public channel between auditors and CA).
There is a need to have new private keys (Lnew1 , Lnew2 ) to
recover the report xi on havingminti. However, the set of
new private keys (Lnew1 , Lnew2 ) can be recovered after the
proof generation process. Therefore,A cannot recover the
set xikPIDikt since the used MPKC-based encryption
algorithm is quantum-secure.
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– Offline attack: We show that the QS-RP is secure
against the offline attack, and no one can change the
submitted report set (ðxikPIDiÞ, y). To change the submit-
ted report set (ðxikPIDiÞ, y), there are two approaches as
follows:

1. Regarding the immutability as the main feature of the
blockchain that is selected as the QS-RP’s database,
all submitted transactions cannot be changed.

2. If immutability is not assumed as the blockchain’s
feature, A has to forge the submitted signature pair (
ðxikPIDiÞ, y). But it cannot forge the applied MPKC-
based signature algorithm since the used MPKC-
based signature is quantum-secure.

Therefore, no one can change the submitted report set (ðxikP
IDiÞ, y).

4.2.6 Report integrity

Before the report generation, CA verifies the integrity of the
report xi if the recovered t is the same t stored in Transact
phase, and ifminti ¼ F̂newðxikPIDiktÞ. Moreover, the userUi

verifies whether or not its sent report xi kept the integrity if P
IDi ¼ hðIDikxiktÞ . Therefore, the submitted report on the
blockchain is the report sent by Ui ; and Ui understand the
fraud if x0i is submitted on the blockchain instead of xi.

5 Comparison and Evaluation

In this section, the QS-RP is compared with other related
protocols that were proposed in recent years. It should be
noted that there are limited blockchain-based reporting proto-
cols and limited protocols related/similar to the QS-RP to
compare with. Additionally, most of the centralized reporting
protocols are focused on the routing methods and do not have
goals similar to those of the present study, and it is therefore
not possible to have more protocols in this section.

5.1 Feature

The general and security features of the QS-RP are compared
in this section.

5.1.1 General

At first, an overview of some of the schemes described in
Section 2 will be presented as in Table 6, some of which pro-
vided user anonymity such as [17, 18, 37, 38] and report

confidentiality such as the one providing anonymous reputation
[18], or the two schemes providing confidential transaction
using ringCT [36, 38], which our scheme supports. The acro-
nyms and notation related to this section are listed in Table 5. In
this study, the three schemes [17, 18, 37] will be compared with
the QS-RP since they have more similarities to the QS-RP
whereReportcoin [17], BB2AR [37], andARS-PS [18] provide
user anonymity, and the ARS-PS scheme provides report con-
fidentiality prior to confirmation using a ZKP.

5.1.2 Security

In this section, the security features of the QS-RP are com-
pared with those of the three other blockchain-based protocols
including Reportcoin and BB2AR as two reporting protocols
[17, 37] and ARS-PS as an anonymous reputation protocol
[18]. This comparison is shown in Table 7.

As discussed in Section 4.2, Table 7 shows that the QS-RP
provides all required security features defined for a reporting
protocol. In the following, the other items of Table 7 will be
discussed.

– Quantum-secure: Both the two reporting protocols
(Reportcoin and BB2AR) and the anonymous reputation
protocol (ARS-PS) do not provide security against quan-
tum computers since they apply cryptographic primitives
designed based on the hardness of number-theory-based
problems.

– Whistleblower anonymity:According to the proven secu-
rity of the used ring signatures in Reportcoin and BB2AR
and the security of the used randomizable signature and
ZKP scheme in ARS-PS, they all provide provable
whistleblower anonymity.

– Report confidentiality: Since it is clear that a typical ring
signature does not provide message confidentiality,
Reportcoin and BB2AR do not support report confiden-
tiality. However, in ARS-PS, the used ZKP scheme
proves the value of reputation (we assume that the repu-
tation in ARS-PS is a report sent by anonymous users)
without revealing it.

– Secure address: This security feature is not checkable in
Reportcoin and ARS-PS since the rewarding policy is not
assumed. Nevertheless, a provable method to provide a
secure address is presented in BB2AR.

– Insider attack security: According to the assumption in
this paper (see Section 3.5.2, Part 5), insider attack is
implemented by network users who should cooperate in
the reporting process (while they not cooperate).
Therefore, the insider attacks are implementable in
reportcoin and BB2AR, and ARS-PS provides security
against this attack.
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5.2 Performance

In this section, the QS-RP’s performance is evaluated and
compared with other protocols. It should be said, the main
effective item it the QS-RP’s performance is that it works

independently from the number of users n (a ring signature
is typically used for user anonymity which its computational
cost and communications overhead are depended on the num-
ber of users n). Additionally, the QS-RP does not use heavy
cryptographic primitives like ZKP.

Table 5 The List of Acronyms
and Notations Acronym and Notation Description

AC All-time confidential (before confirmation)

EC Elliptic curve

Enc Encryption

H Hash function

Lat Lattice

MPKC Multivariate public key cryptography

MT Merkle tree

PN Pseudonym

PQ Post-quantum

QKD Quantum key distribution

QS Quantum-secure

RCT RingCT

RS Ring signature

S Signature

SS Secret sharing

ZKP Zero-knowledge proof

CostPair Cost of pairing operation

CostP Cost of power operation

CostM Cost of multiplication operation

CostMPKC Cost of MPKC-based encryption algorithm

CostH Cost of hash function

n Number of users in ring signature ( ¼ 10 )

TPair Execution time of bilinear pairing operation

TP Execution time of power/exponentiation operation

TM Execution time of multiplication operation

TH Execution time of hash function

✓ Provides the feature

✕ Does not provide the feature

- Is not checkable

Table 6 The Comparison of Features

Scheme ) Reportcoin ARS-
PS

BB2AR H-
based S

PQ
blockchain

lat-based one-
time RS

MatRiCT PQ distributed
ledger

QS-RP

Item + 2019 [17] 2019
[18]

2019
[37]

2018
[34]

2018 [35] 2018 [36] 2019
[38]

2020 [39] (our
scheme)

QS primitive - - - H QKD Lat Lat H MPKC

Authentication technique RS S RS S QKD S RS S MT

User anonymity technique RS ZKP RS - - - RS - PN

Message/Report confidentiality
technique

- ZKP - - - AC/ RCT AC/
RCT

- AC/ Enc
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5.2.1 User Cost

In the following, we show the cost of the phases that make
an overhead to users in the QS-RP and the three mentioned
protocols in Table 8 and describe below that those processes
are done by users.

– Reportcoin 2019 [17]: In Reportcoin, a ring signature is
applied to provide user anonymity (a typical ring signa-
ture does not give the message confidentiality). Each user
has to create the ring signature by having a list of its
neighbors’ public keys, and there is a need to have the
mentioned list to verify the ring signature. The overhead
of creating and verifying the ring signature is related to
the length of the list of public keys. Therefore, a higher
overhead in anonymization and checking report integrity
(verification of the ring signature) is caused by a larger
public keys size.

– BB2AR 2019 [37]: The BB2AR scheme is similar to
Reportcoin since it applies a ring signature to provide user
anonymity in its reporting schemes. However, in the
BB2AR protocol, the network verifier checks the re-
ceived report’s integrity and validity. Therefore, no over-
head is imposed on network users since they do not check
it.

– ARS-PS 2019 [18]: Users can purchase through an anon-
ymous channel such as Zerocash [5] in the ARS-PS

scheme. After that, the rate (we assume it as a private
report) related to the retailer is submitted using an anon-
ymous token by ZKP. Then other users who want to
purchase somethings from the same retailer can find the
submitted rating token related to the mentioned retailer
and verify the rate.

– QS-RP: In the presented QS-RP, the whistleblower’s
pseudonym (user Ui ) is related to the sent report, and
only the whistleblower can verify the report integrity. The
QS-RP imposes a lower overhead than the three other
protocols to its users. Each user calculates a hash function
just once to anonymize and check the report integrity (we
ignore the cost of hash functions since their cost is low).
Also, it computes two encrypted reports using two rounds
of executing the encryption algorithm based on MPKC.

5.2.2 Communication

The whistleblower’s communication overhead includes
on-chain and off-chain overhead comparison as shown in
Table 9. In the following, Table 9 will be discussed briefly.

– Off-chain overhead: To send a report, the whistleblower
has to send some parameters such as ring signature tuples,
ZKP tuples, or a confidential report through a public
channel. According to the used schemes in discussed pro-
tocols, whistleblowers in Reportcoin and BB2AR send
the created ring signatures’ tuples which the
corresponded tuples are related to the number of user in
the used ring signature (n). The costumer in ARS-PS

Table 7 The Security Comparison

Scheme ) Reportcoin BB2AR ARS-PS QS-
RP

Item + 2019 [17] 2019 [37] 2019 [18]

Quantum-secure ✕ ✕ ✕ ✓

Whistleblower anonymity ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Report confidentiality ✕ ✕ ✓ ✓

C-SSMK - - - ✓

Secure address - ✓ - ✓

Insider attack security ✕ ✕ ✓ ✓

Table 8 The Comparison of User Side Cost

Scheme ) Reportcoin BB2AR ARS-PS QS-RP
Item + 2019 [17] 2019 [37] 2019 [18]

Base of calculation EC EC EC MPKC

Anonymization nð2CostM þ 1CostH Þ 2CostM þ 2nCostH þ 4nCostM Using anonymous channel (e.g., tor) 1CostH
Report

confidentiality
Not supported Not supported 2CostPair þ 8CostP þ 2CostM þ 1CostH 2CostMPKC

Report integrity nð2CostM þ 1CostH Þ The verifier checks 2CostPair þ 12CostP þ 5CostM þ 3CostH 1CostH

Table 9 Comparison of Communication Overhead for Whistleblower
(parameter)

Scheme ) Reportcoin BB2AR ARS-PS QS-
RP

Item + 2019 [17] 2019 [37] 2019 [18]

Off-chain Overhead 4þ n 5þ n 17 5

On-chain Overhead 4þ 2n 0 0 0
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protocol sends the ZKP proofs to a retailer (7), and it then
sends the verified tuples to the IDM (10). In the QS-RP, 5
parameters are sent by the whistleblower. To have a nu-
merical comparison, the number of present users is as-
sumed 10. According to this assumption, 14, 15, and 17
parameters are sent off-chain in the three mentioned pro-
tocols, whereas only 5 parameters are sent in the QS-RP.
Therefore, we can say that the QS-RP is about 66%
efficient than those mentioned protocols in communica-
tion overhead.

– On-chain overhead: According to Reportcoin’s concrete
protocol, the whistleblower has to submit the created ring
signature on the blockchain as a transaction. However, in
other compared protocols (and QS-RP), no parameter is
submitted by the whistleblower (the report is submitted
on the blockchain by the system’s central authority).

5.2.3 Timing

In this section, the execution time for users’ anonymization
methods (applying ring signatures or using ZKP schemes) and
checking report integrity are compared. According to [45], the
cryptographic primitives execution time for a user who has a
smartphone with a Hisilicon Kirin 925 2.45-GHz processor,
Android 4.4.2, and 3-GB memory is listed in the followings:

alignedTPair ¼ 361:282msTP ¼ 200:67msTM ¼ 0:731msTH

¼ 11:26msaligned

As creating new pseudonyms (or anonymization process) and
checking report integrity should be executed for each report,
the execution time for these two mentioned processes will be
discussed below:

Fig. 4 The Comparison of
Execution Time for User
Anonymization

Fig. 5 The Comparison of
Execution Time for Checking
Report Integrity
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– Anonymization: The comparison of execution time for
user anonymization between Reportcoin [17] and
BB2AR [37] with the QS-RP is shown in Fig 4. As pre-
viously mentioned in Section 2, to provide user anonym-
ity, a ring signature is used in Reportcoin [17] and
BB2AR [37]. Therefore, each user in Reportcoin/BB-
2AR has to generate a ring signature to keep its identity
private. Using a ring signature is the main item in execu-
tion time in that the execution time is directly related to
the type of ring signature and the number of present users
n in the ring. As shown in Fig 4 the execution time in
Reportcoin and BB-2AR is linearly increased by increas-
ing the number of users (nð2TM þ 1THÞ for Reportcoin
and 2TM þ 2nTH þ 4nTM for BB2AR). However, the
execution time in the QS-RP is a constant value for the
user (1TH ¼ 11:26 ms). To have a numerical example
with the previous assumption (n ¼ 10 ), we can say the
QS-RP is 90% and 95% faster than Reportcoin and
BB2AR, respectively.

– Checking integrity: The comparison of execution time for
checking report integrity between Reportcoin [17] and
ARS-PS [18] with the QS-RP is shown in Fig 5.
Similar to the anonymization’s execution time, the exe-
cution time for checking report integrity in Reportcoin is
linearly increased by increasing the number of users (nð2
TM þ 1TH Þ ) and the QS-RP is 90% faster than
Reportcoin. But in ARS-PS, report integrity is taken as
a constant time of 3168ms (2TPair þ 12TP þ 5TM þ 3TH
) so that it is 280 times bigger than QS-RP.

6 Conclusion

This paper presented a blockchain-based quantum-secure
reporting protocol using theMPKC calledQS-RP. To provide
transparency and immutability, blockchain was selected as the
system’s infrastructure. The QS-RP provided several promi-
nent features such as report confidentiality and integrity, user
anonymity and untraceability, and the security against quan-
tum computers. It was also proved that the QS-RP is secure
against common attacks and provided C-SSMK and UF-
SSMK. Finally, a comparison was provided to show that the
QS-RP is more efficient than other recently-proposed
reporting protocols.

Future scope: In the end, a number of paths that can be
taken for future studies will be provided.

– Dynamic auditor selection is for creating decryption al-
lowance for the private report of an idea that can prevent
the presence of malicious auditors and increase the
reporting protocol’s reliability.

– Applying a byzantine-based consensus method for
reporting protocols can be an attractive idea that can pro-
vide high reliability for reporting protocols among many
malicious users.

– A combination of lattice-based cryptography [46, 47] and
secret sharing can be applied to quantum-secure reporting
systems so that some semi-trusted parties cooperate to
reconstruct the report.

– Using attribute-based cryptography [48, 49] is another
idea that can solve the mentioned problem since it can
be used as a threshold system in such a way that author-
ities or privileged insiders, who have the determined at-
tributed can obtain the sent report.

– Users (auditors) who have a private key can learn a
unique function of the encrypted data. Therefore, func-
tional encryption [50, 51] can be designed so that all
things about the encrypted message can be fully recov-
ered if all users (or some of them) are present.
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